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Introduction: Patients with cancer need to receive their proper treatment and often cannot wait for their 

treatment, despite delays due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, many cancer centers have had 

challenges maintaining their oncological activities. 

Objectives: To compare the average hospital management data and indicators in two different periods, 

with and without the peak of COVID-19 cases, from an important tertiary cancer center in the northeast 

region of Brazil. 

Methods: A retrospective and observational study was performed comparing average hospital adminis- 

trative data and indicators, between January to March v April to June, 2020 exclusively at the Hospital de 

Câncer de Pernambuco, Brazil. 

Results: There were on average a 13% reduction in the chemotherapy administered ( P = .131), 17% fewer 

radiotherapy treatments carried out ( P = .043) and 41% as many oncologic surgeries undertaken ( P = .002). 

There was a reduction in the number of sessions of out-patient chemotherapy of 8 •6% ( P = .271) and 

chemotherapy inpatients of 33% ( P = .038). Admission of new cases of patients with cancer was reduced 

by 44% ( P = .007) during the period analyzed. Ambulatory appointments also decreased by 55% ( P = .004) 

and emergency room appointments fell by 7 •9% ( P = .495). The number of hospitalizations was reduced 

by 36% ( P = .005) and the occupancy rate decreased by 23 •6% ( P = .003), while the length of individual 

hospital stays (in days) increased 10 •5% ( P = .116). 

Conclusion: We report a reduction in the number of radiotherapy treatments and surgeries performed 

cancer carried out, ambulatory and emergency appointments, hospitalization and admission of new cases 

of cancer during peak of COVID-19 in an important public tertiary cancer center in the northeast region 

of Brazil. 

© 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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The emergence of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) 

aused an unprecedented public health challenge worldwide 
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eginning in December 2019 [1] . Globally, as of 1 October

021, 233,503,524 confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 

,777,503 deaths, had been reported to WHO [2] . In Brazil,

rom January 3, 2020 to October 1, 2021, 21,399,546 confirmed 

ases of COVID-19 and 596,122 deaths, had been reported to 

HO with Pernambuco, a federation state of Brazil located in the

ortheast region, a major source of cases [3] . 

Cancer also remains a serious public health threat worldwide 

4] , and patients with cancer are considered a high-risk popula-
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ion to acquire infectious diseases, including COVID-19 [5] . More-

ver, cancer patients usually develop severe disease when infected

ith SARS-CoV-2 [6] , although it is unclear if cytotoxic chemother-

py worsens the prognosis of cancer patients to coronavirus [7] .

ncologic operations have been reduced during the outbreak of

OVID-19 [8] , even though patients with cancer often need to re-

eive proper treatment and cannot wait or delay treatment de-

pite the COVID-19 pandemic [9] . Furthermore, during oncologic

reatment, patients may require more hospitalization, ambulatory, 

r emergency appointments, exams, or other procedures [10] . As

 consequence, cancer centers have had to carefully structure or

rganize their capacity to minimize the reduction in new cancer

iagnoses and to continue oncologic treatment during the coron-

virus pandemic [10] . 

For cancer centers, maintaining oncologic activities has been

hallenging [11] . Issues that have arisen during the COVID-19 pan-

emic have included resource allocation, medication shortage, sep-

ration of patients that have tested positive or negative for COVID,

stablishing clear communication between staff, patients, and their

elatives, giving medical and psychological support for many health

rofessionals that are infected or ill, and quickly hiring new pro-

essionals [ 10 , 12 ]. It has thus not been surprising that the capacity

f oncologic care in cancer centers has been considerably affected

uring the pandemic [12] . 

The aim of this study was to evaluate routine services for new

ases admitted, ambulatory and emergency visits, hospitalizations

nd the kind of oncologic treatment offered between January 1 to

une 30, 2020, through as difficult period in a tertiary cancer center

n the northeast region of Brazil. 

ethods 

A retrospective and observational study was performed evalu-

ting hospital management data and indicators, between January

, up to June 30, 2020, exclusively at the Hospital de Câncer de

ernambuco (HCP). HCP is in Recife city, Brazil and is a reference

nstitution for the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cancer.

CP receives patients from different cities from the state of Per-

ambuco. 

HCP is a non-profit oncologic health institution, founded 74

ears ago, whose hospital care is only provided free of charge

ithin Brazil’s Unified Public Health System, to patients who are

ot insured. It has 250 beds, and during the study period, this hos-

ital was not considered for referrals for diagnosis and treatment

f COVID-19, albeit it diagnosed and treated patients with cancer

nd COVID-19. The hospital has an emergency room, critical care

nits, operating room, image (ultrasound, X-ray and tomography)

ervice, radiotherapy sector, chemotherapy sector, clinical labora-

ory, pharmacy sector, wards, ambulatory sector and teaching and

esearch departments. 

The first two cases of COVID-19 in Pernambuco were reported

n the same day March 12, 2020, by both the state and munic-

pal health department of Pernambuco. The peak of cases in the

tate was reported between April to June and was evaluated in this

tudy. Thus, hospital management data from January to March -

onsidered a period of normal assistance for cancer patients - was

sed as a comparison period. 

To evaluate the impact of COVID-19 at HCP the following vari-

bles were collected: the average number of new cases admit-

ed to HCP, the number of general ambulatory appointments, the

umber of emergency visits, the number of hospitalizations, the

ength of stay, occupancy rate, number of surgeries performed and

hemotherapy and radiotherapy sessions. These variables were har-

ested for each month between January to March (comparison pe-

iod) and compared to the average of each variable from April to

une (pandemic period). 
tatistical analysis 

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, version 23.0, was

sed in the statistical analysis. A descriptive analysis was per-

ormed using mean and standard deviation ( ± SD) for each nu-

eric variable analyzed. The student t test was used to identify

ifferences between groups for continuous data. Differences were

onsidered statistically significant when P -values were < .05. A rel-

tive percentage change was calculated by dividing the change

rom the first to the second trimester by the figure in the first

rimester x 100. 

thics 

Ethical committee approval was not required, because only hos-

ital management data and indicators were used, as stipulated in

esolution 466/2012 of the Brazilian National Health Council. Pa-

ients’ data were not evaluated. 

esults 

During January 1 to June 30, 2020, no beds, wards, sectors or

epartments were closed. One critical care unit with ten beds and

ne COVID-19 ward with 14 beds were adapted for patients with

 diagnosis of cancer suspected or confirmed to have COVID-19.

f this ward and/or critical care unit was full, patients suspected

r confirmed could be transported to another COVID-19 reference

ospital. Our oncology team created restricted access to caregivers

nd relatives of inpatients in the hospital and banned gatherings.

ersonal protective equipment was available for all health profes-

ionals who were working in COVID-19 sectors, including hydroal-

oholic hand wash solutions, proper scrubs, or gowns, N95 masks,

loves and eye protection. 

ncologic treatment 

Priority was given to avoid interruptions or delay to start

hemotherapy and radiotherapy. Medical staff could decide to- 

ether with the patient to carry out, postpone or cancel their sur-

ical treatment. Comparing the period of April-June with January-

arch the chemotherapy administered was reduced on average

3% ( P = .131), 17% fewer radiotherapy sessions were undertaken

 P = .043), and 41% less oncologic surgeries performed ( P = .002).

nalyzing data of ambulatory chemotherapy also showed a reduc-

ion in the number of sessions by 8.6%, but this was not statisti-

ally significant ( P = .271), albeit the number of chemotherapy in-

atients decreased by 33% ( P = .038) ( Table 1 ). 

ncological triage 

New patients admitted with a diagnosis of cancer fell by

4% ( P = .007) during the period analyzed. Ambulatory appoint-

ents also decreased by 55%, and this was statistically signifi-

ant ( P = .004). Emergency room appointments also fell by 7 •9%

 P = .495) ( Table 1 ). 

ospital indicators 

The number of hospitalizations was also evaluated and found

o be reduced by 36% ( P = .005), while occupancy rate decreased

y 23.6% ( P = .003) between April to June compared to January

o March. The length of hospital stays (in days) increased 10.5%

 P = .116) ( Table 1 ). 
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Table 1 

Administrative data between January to June 2020 from the hospital de Câncer de Pernambuco, Brazil. 

2020 – Comparison period Average 2020 – Peak COVID–19 Average RPC ∗ (%) P value ∗∗

January February March April May June 

Oncologic treatment 

Total chemotherapy 3,718 3,071 3,512 3,433.7 3,217 2,736 3,005 2,986.0 –13 .131 

Ambulatory chemotherapy 3,008 2,498 2,920 2,808.7 2,695 2,360 2,648 2,567.7 –8.6 .271 

Inpatient chemotherapy 710 573 592 6,250 522 376 357 4,183 –33.1 .038 

Radiotherapy 164 138 165 1,557 125 129 133 1,290 –17.1 .043 

Surgery 642 607 586 6,117 339 317 418 3,580 –41.5 .002 

Oncologic triage 

New cases admitted 679 609 545 6,110 300 314 410 3,413 –44.1 .007 

Ambulatory appointments 9,270 8,644 8,032 86,487 4,772 4,298 2,447 38,390 –55.6 .004 

Emergency room appointments 1,445 1,208 1,239 12,973 1355 1,256 975 11,953 –7.9 .495 

Hospital indicators 

Number of hospitalizations 1,084 926 932 9,807 634 558 688 6,267 –36.1 .005 

Occupation rate (%) 7,384 7,104 7,064 718 5,726 5,011 5,761 550 –23.6 .003 

Length of hospital stay (in days) 616 591 657 62 711 669 674 68 + 10.5 .116 

∗ RPC = relative percentage change. 
∗∗ Differences were considered statistically significant when P -values were < 0.05. 
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By comparing data of different oncologic treatments adminis- 

ered at HCP from January-March with that of April–June 2020, 

e found a significant reduction in the demand for oncology care.

rom the patient’s perspective, this study showed that chemother- 

py sessions were maintained during the peak of COVID-19, but 

he number of surgeries and radiotherapy sessions were reduced 

ignificantly. Moreover, there was a significant decrease in the 

umber of ambulatory appointments and the number of admis- 

ions of patients with a new or established diagnosis of cancer.

rom the perspective of the hospital, there was an important re-

uction in oncologic procedures with an obvious impact on the in-

icators that generate revenue for the institution. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, oncologic treatment could be 

ffered or postponed [10] . This has become an important dilemma

or oncologists. The risk of developing COVID-19 during treatment 

r progression of cancer could happen if the treatment is delayed.

n this study, the number of radiotherapy treatments and surgeries 

erformed for cancer were reduced significantly, but this was not 

he case for chemotherapy. Chang et al. also reported a decreased

umber of oncologic surgeries [8] . A cohort of patients with cancer

nd COVID-19 were identified, and amongst these increased age, 

ale gender, smoking status, low performance status and active 

ancer were negative prognostic factors. However, the type of an- 

icancer therapy and recent surgery were not associated with mor- 

ality [ 5 , 7 ]. Delaying treatment of cancer also could reduce survival

nd quality of life [9] , including for patients needing surgical in-

erventions [13] . Thus, keeping ongoing anticancer therapy for ad- 

anced stages and/or curative intentions benefits patients [14] . 

Oncologic surgery often gives patients with a diagnosis of can- 

er the best chance of cure, but elective surgical procedures in

table cancers should be postponed [11] . Kutikov et al. has sug-

ested recommendations which can be used to guide the best mo-

ent to delay cancer treatment, or not. Especially for surgery, non-

elanoma skin cancer, low or intermediate risk prostate cancer, 

ype 1 endometrial cancer, most thyroid cancer, stage IA1 cervical 

ancer, low grade urothelial cancer, HER-2 negative breast cancer 

nd others can be delayed [15] . In HCP, surgical procedures involv-

ng thyroid cancer, non-melanoma skin cancer and gynecologic are 

ery common, and were one of reasons for the reductions in the

umber of elective surgeries during the COVID-19 pandemic. More- 

ver, intensive care beds reserved for assisting complex surgeries 

f patients with cancer were transformed into COVID-19 beds for 

atients with associated critical illness. Third, the operating room 

eam was reduced because many health professionals were away 
rom work due to illness or were of an age and/or had comor-

idities considered high-risk to develop COVID-19. Finally, many 

atients treated in HCP are from the rural areas of Pernambuco,

hose travel or mobility was dramatically reduced during the out- 

reak. 

HCP had hoped to avoid suspensions or delays in the admin-

stration of radiotherapy and chemotherapy however this study 

howed a reduction in the number of radiotherapy and chemother- 

py sessions. This occurred despite the institution of new radio- 

herapy strategies to reduce the risk of patients with cancer be-

oming infected [ 9 , 10 ]. Shorter treatments courses and avoidance

f twice-daily radiotherapy was done to minimize ambulatory ap- 

ointments. Cytotoxic chemotherapy was not included because it 

as feared patients would be more susceptible to die of coron-

virus infections [7] . Additionally, educational calls and guidance 

ampaigns were offered to patients and family members to en- 

ourage patients to continue oncologic treatment during the pan- 

emic. Vacations by health professionals were postponed and new 

ealth professionals were hired. There was no drop in the avail-

bility of cytotoxic drugs used by oncologists during this period. 

espite this, ambulatory consultations fell by 55%, while the num- 

er of hospitalizations fell by 36% and the number of chemother-

py inpatients decreased by 33%. 

The fall in the number of hospitalizations was driven in part

y 44% fewer admissions to HCP for new cases of cancer during

he outbreak, meaning fewer patients were diagnosed and treated 

n this period. Similar difficulties have been reported worldwide 

 Table 2 ) We anticipate that in the ensuing months after the out-

reak, we will likely see an increased number of appointments or

ospitalizations of patients with new diagnoses of cancer, but with 

istories of symptoms of longer duration. 

From the hospital’s perspective, the financial management and 

tability of the cancer center was very difficult during the COVID-

9 pandemic. As an institution, the financial situation of a hospital

equires maintaining the production of oncologic services. Further- 

ore, many hospitals with limited financial capacity and flexibil- 

ty, needed to divert resources to address the increased number of

OVID-19 cases [34] . This study demonstrates that many of the in-

erventions that generate revenue were significantly reduced pos- 

ibly affecting the quantity and quality of oncologic assistance in 

his pandemic period, a possibly in the future. This will likely re-

uire robust and sustained financial support by the government to 

void further delays or cancellation of oncologic assistance. 

This study has some limitations. First, the analysis was retro- 

pective. Second, data was from just one Cancer Center, which 

annot be generally representative. Finally, the cancelled or de- 
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Table 2 

Impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the diagnosis of cancer across the world. 

Author, Publication 

Month / [Country] 

Summary of study and results Author conclusions 

Asai et al, [16] 

MAR2020 

[Ontario, Canada] 

• Examined skin biopsies performed in Ontario from January 6, to September 27, 

2020, compared to same period for 2019 

• Total skin biopsies, and biopsies for keratinocyte carcinoma (KC) and melanoma 

were 15%, 18% and 27% of expected, respectively, with the onset of COVID-19 

cases ( P < .01). 

• In adjusted analysis, those > 80 yr age, females and residents of certain regions 

were less likely to be biopsied during the pandemic. 

• Despite substantial improvements in biopsy rates, compared to 2019, 28 weeks 

after lockdown there remained a large backlog of expected cases - 45,710 all 

biopsy, 9,104 KC, 595 melanomas. 

“This will have implications for 

downstream care of skin cancer”

Gurney et al, [17] 

MAY20 

[New Zealand] 

• Compared to 2018–2019, 40% decline in cancer registrations during New 

Zealand’s national shutdown in March-April 2020 

• Numbers increased to pre-shutdown levels over subsequent months 

• Minimal impact on cancer surgery and medical oncology, but 8% decrease in 

radiation therapy attendances 

“The impact of COVID-19 on cancer 

care in New Zealand has been largely 

mitigated”. 

Dinmohamed et al, [18] 

JUN2020 

[Netherlands] 

• Data for February 24-April 12, 2020, obtained from the nationwide Netherlands 

Cancer Registry based on initial case ascertainment through pathological cancer 

notifications from the Nationwide Network of Histopathology and Cytopathology 

• Analysis found notable decrease in cancer diagnoses compared with period 

before COVID-19 outbreak. 

“Collectively, fewer cancer diagnoses in 

the COVID-19 era will result from 

patient, doctor, and system factors”

Kristiansen et al, [19] 

JUL2020 

Faroe Islands 

[Denmark] 

• The Faroe Islands are a self-governing nation under the external sovereignty of 

the Kingdom of Denmark, population 52,500 

• During 2020, there were 547 cases diagnosed with COVID-19 in the Faroe 

Islands, no other impact 

“The main reason for our findings is 

likely to be the timely and reactive 

handling of the COVID-19 epidemic in 

the Faroe Islands”

Maringe et al, [20] 

JUL2020 

[United Kingdom] 

National population-based modelling study, using linked English National Health 

Service (NHS) cancer registration and hospital administrative datasets for patients 

aged 15–84 yr, diagnosed with breast, colorectal, and esophageal cancer 

Number of patients: Breast cancer, 32,583; Colorectal cancer, 24,975; Esophageal 

cancer, 6,744; Lung cancer, 29,305 

Estimated additional deaths in5yrdue to delay in diagnosis: Breast, 7.9%–9.6%; 

Colorectal cancer, 15.3%–16.6%; Lung cancer, 4.8%–5.3%; Esophageal cancer, 5.8%–6.0% 

Estimated total additional YLLs across these cancers = 59,204–63,229 yr 

“Substantial increases in the number of 

avoidable cancer deaths in England are 

to be expected as a result of diagnostic 

delays due to the COVID-19 pandemic 

in the UK”

London et al, [21] 

JUL2020 

[Global] 

TriNetX platform to analyze 20 health care institutions with relevant, up-to-date 

encounter data. 

Compared cancer cohorts from January-April 2019 and January-April 2020. 

Data from a UK institution similarly analyzed. 

Significant decline in cancer encounters in all cohorts explored 

Largest decrease in the number of encounters in April 2020 

Melanoma, -51.8%; Prostate cancer, -49.1%; Breast cancer, -47.7%; Hematologic cancer, 

-39.1%; Colorectal cancer, 39.9%; Lung cancer, -39.1%. 

Cancer screenings declined drastically: Breast cancer, -89.2% and Colorectal cancer, 

-84.5% 

“Significant decrease in all 

cancer-related patient encounters 

because of the pandemic. The steep 

decreases in cancer screening and 

patients with a new incidence of 

cancer suggest the possibility of a 

future increase in patients with 

later-stage cancer being seen initially”

Park et al, [22] 

OCT2020 

[Korea] 

• During pandemic, number of pulmonary consultations fell 16% from previous 

year 

• Adaptations made to minimize delays in lung cancer diagnosis resulted in 

comparable number of lung cancers diagnosed 

• Despite this, the proportion of patients with stage III-IV non-small-cell lung 

cancer (NSCLC) increased significantly from 57.9%, 66.7%, and 62.7%, in 2017, 

2018 and 2019, respectively to 74.7% in 2020 (p = 0.011). 

“The proportion of patients with 

advanced NSCLC increased during the 

COVID-19 pandemic”

Patt et al, [23] 

NOV2020 

[United States] 

Large medical claims clearinghouse database representing 5%–7% of the Medicare 

fee-for-service population 

Substantial ↓ in cancer screenings visits, therapy, and surgeries during March-July 

2020, in comparison with baseline period March-July 2019 

At peak of pandemic in April, screenings for breast, colon, prostate, and lung cancers 

were ↓ by 85%, 75%, 74%, and 56%, respectively. 

Hospital outpatient evaluation/management visits -74% in April 2020 

New patient evaluation/management visits -70% in April 2020 

Established patient evaluation/management visits -60% in April 2020 

Mastectomies ↓ in April-July 2020 

Colectomies ↓ in April-May 2020 

Prostatectomies ↓ April and July 2020 

“The current impact of the COVID-19 

pandemic on cancer care in the United 

States has resulted in decreases and 

delays in identifying new cancers and 

delivery of treatment. These problems, 

if unmitigated, will increase cancer 

morbidity and mortality for years to 

come”

Suárez, [24] 

JAN2021 

[Spain] 

Evaluated impact of COVID-epidemic in colorectal cancer (CRC) diagnosis during 

Spain’s state of emergency by comparing newly diagnosed patients with patients 

diagnosed in same period of 2019. 

• New CRC diagnosis ↓ 48% with a higher rate of patients diagnosed in the 

emergency setting (12.1% v 3.6%; P = .048) and a lower rate diagnosed in the 

screening program (5.2% v 33.3%; P = .0 0 0). 

“Fewer patients have been diagnosed 

with CRC, with a higher rate of patients 

diagnosed in an emergency setting”. 

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 2 ( continued ) 

Author, Publication 

Month / [Country] 

Summary of study and results Author conclusions 

Jacob et al, [25] 

JAN2021 

[Germany] 

• Retrospective study investigating the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on cancer 

diagnosis in general and specialized practices in Germany 

• The number of new cancer diagnoses per general practice ↓ significantly 

between March-May 2020 compared with March-May 2019 (-12.0%, -27.6%, and 

-23.4% in March, April, and May, respectively) 

• Similar trend observed in specialized practices, and more pronounced in April 

2020 (dermatology: -44.4%, gynecology: -32.0%, and ENT: -28.2%) 

• Significant ↓ found in almost all sex and age groups 

• ↓ in new cancer diagnoses particularly pronounced among cancers of the skin, 

respiratory and intrathoracic organs 

“The COVID-19 pandemic had a 

significant negative impact on cancer 

diagnosis in Germany”

Marques et al, [26] 

JAN2021 

[Brazil] 

• The study aimed to examine cancer diagnosis in Brazil regulated by the National 

Cancer Prevention and Control Policy, provided by Brazilian Unified Health Care 

System (SUS) 

• Average number of cancer diagnoses ↓ considerably in all Brazilian Regions 

• The number of new cancer cases fell in all regions, from −24.3% in the North to 

−42.7% in Northeast region 

• The overall Brazilian average deficit reached 35.5%, corresponding to about 

15,0 0 0 undiagnosed cases of cancer monthly 

“The pandemic period dramatically 

reduced the diagnosis of new cases of 

cancer in Brazil, since consultations in 

public health services were 

compromised by restrictive measures”

De Vincentiis et al, [27] 

MAR2021 

[Italy] 

Evaluated impact of COVID-19 pandemic-related delay in the diagnosis of major 

cancers at a Pathology Unit of a Secondary Care Hospital Network in Italy by 

comparing number of first cellular pathological diagnoses of malignancy made from 

the 11th to 20th week of the years 2018–2020.Cancer diagnoses fell in 2020 by 39% 

compared with 2018 and 2019 averages. 

• ↓ of 75%, 66% and 62% were seen in prostate, bladder, and colorectal cancers, 

respectively with the latter identified as carrying a potentially important 

diagnostic delay 

Advise “CRC corrective procedures 

including continuing mass screening 

tests; patient triage by family 

physicians; diagnostic procedures 

alternative to colonoscopy; predictive 

evaluation on biopsy samples 

Bakouny et al, [28] 

MAR2021 

[United States] 

• Study comprised four 3-mo periods: March 2-June 2, 2020 (peak pandemic), and 

3 control periods including December 1, 2019-March 2, 2020; March 2-June 2, 

2019, and June 3-September 3, 2020). 

• Screening procedures: Low-dose computed tomography, Papanicolaou test, 

colonoscopy, prostate-specific antigen screening, or mammography 

Screening and ensuing diagnoses ↓ during pandemic periodPeak pandemic period: 

15,453 patients (1,985 ensuing diagnoses); Control periods: 51,944 patients (3,190 

ensuing diagnoses), 64,269 patients (3,423 diagnoses) and 60,344 patients (2,961 

ensuing diagnoses)Percentage of positivity of screening tests appeared higher during 

the peak pandemic period compared with the 3 control periods for mammography 

(4.1% v 1.9%–2.3%), prostate-specific antigen (22.7% v 9.9%–13.2%), colonoscopies (1.3% 

v 0.7%–0.9%), and Papanicolaou tests (11.6% v 6.5%–10.0%), but not for low-dose 

computed tomography scans (0.8% v 0.7%–0.8%).Percentage decreases in diagnoses 

also ↓ –19% to –78% 

“This study reports a significant 

decrease in the number of patients 

undergoing screening tests for cancer 

and in the number of ensuing 

diagnoses of cancerous and 

precancerous lesions during the 

COVID-19 pandemic in 1 health care 

system in the Northeastern United 

States. 

Importantly, the number of potential 

“missed” diagnoses during the peak 

pandemic period were likely lower 

than would have been expected 

because the percentage of screening 

tests leading to a diagnosis of a 

cancerous or precancerous lesion was 

higher”

Eijkelboom et al, [29] 

APR2021‘ 

[Netherlands] 

Women included in the Netherlands Cancer Registry and diagnosed during four 

periods in weeks 2–17 of 2020 were compared with reference data from 2018/2019 

(averaged). 

Comparing 2020 to 2018/2019 incidence of breast cancer declined across all age 

groups and tumor stages (except stage IV) 

Treatment was likewise impaired: 

DCIS less likely to be treated within 3 mo (OR, 2.04–2.18) 

Invasive tumors less likely to be treated initially by mastectomy with immediate 

reconstruction (OR , 0.52) or by breast conserving surgery (OR , 0.75) 

Chemotherapy less likely if diagnosed in beginning of study period (OR, 0.59–0.66), 

but more likely if diagnosed at end (OR , 1.31) 

Primary hormonal treatment more common (OR, 1.23–3.01). Only women diagnosed 

in weeks 2–8 of 2020 experienced treatment delays. 

“The incidence of breast cancer fell in 

early 2020, and treatment approaches 

adapted rapidly. Clarification is needed 

on how this has affected stage 

migration and outcomes”

Yabroff et al, [30] 

JUN2021 

[United States] 

• Examined changes in patterns of cancer diagnosis and surgical treatment 

between January 1-December 31, 2020 and 2019 using electronic pathology 

report data from Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) 

population-based cancer registries from Georgia and Louisiana. 

• 29,905 fewer pathology reports were found in 2020 than in 2019, representing a 

10.2% decline. 

• Declines similar by cancer site and observed in all age groups, including children 

and adolescents < 18 yr. 

• Patterns of declines like those reported elsewhere with the greatest differences 

being 42.8 fewer report in April 2020 relative to April 2019, the first peak in 

COVID-19 mortality rates with declines in August, November, and December 

coinciding with later peaks in COVID-19 mortality rates 

• Numbers of reports through December 2020 never consistently exceeded those 

in 2019 after first declines 

“Findings suggest substantial delays in 

diagnosis and treatment services for 

cancers during the pandemic”

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 2 ( continued ) 

Author, Publication 

Month / [Country] 

Summary of study and results Author conclusions 

Kempf et al, [31] 

JUN2021 

[Paris, France] 

• Prospectively collected clinical data of 11.4 million patients referred to the 

Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris Hospital 

• Identified new cancer cases and compared indicators for 2018 and 2019 to 2020 

with a focus on French lockdown (March 17 to May 11, 2020) across cancer 

types and patient age classes. 

In Paris, new cancer cases:33% lower in March–May 2020 than in 2018–2019.19% 

lower in June–September 2020 than in 2018–2019. 

— Had median of 1949/mo (IQR 1586; 2045) from. January–September 2020 

— ↓ consistent across all tumor types: −30% and −9% for colon cancer, −27% and 

−6% for lung cancer, −29% and −14% for breast cancer, −33% and −12% for 

prostate cancer. 

— For patients < 70 yr, the ↓ of new colorectal and breast cancers in 2020 reached 

41% and 39%, respectively compared to April 2018 and 2019 averages 

The SARS-Cov2 pandemic led to a 

substantial decrease in new cancer 

cases. Delays in cancer diagnoses may 

affect clinical outcomes in the coming 

years. 

Vrdoljak et al, [32] 

JUL2021 

[Croatia] 

Retrospective, population- and registry-based study comparing the number of 

patients newly diagnosed with breast cancer in Croatia in 2020 to those diagnosed 

in 2017, 2018, and 2019. The outcome was the change in number of newly diagnosed 

breast cancer cases. 

Average monthly percent change after initial lockdown measures introduced was 

-11.0% (95%CI -22.0% to 1.5%), resulting in a 24% reduction of newly diagnosed breast 

cancer cases in Croatia during April-June 2020 compared with same period of 2019. 

However, only 1% fewer new cases were detected during all of 2020, than in 2019, or 

6% fewer than expected based on the linear 2017-2019 trend 

“National health care system measures 

for controlling the spread of COVID-19 

had a detrimental effect on the 

number of newly diagnosed breast 

cancer cases in Croatia during the first 

lockdown. However, the effect 

weakened after the first lockdown and 

COVID-19 control measures were 

relaxed, and it has not reoccurred 

during the second COVID-19 wave” …

with the oncology health care system 

compensating by the end of 2020. 

Kaufman et al, [33] 

AUG 2021 

[United States] 

Cross-sectional study included patients across the United States tested at Quest 

Diagnostics for any cause from January 2018-March 2021, and whose ordering 

physicians assigned International Statistical Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, 

Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM) diagnosis codes associated with any of 8 cancer 

typesStudy included 799,496 patients (45% women) Mean monthly number of 

patients with newly identifiedcancer 

• Pre-pandemic[January 2019–February 2020]: All eight cancers (32,407); Prostate 

(13,214); Breast (9,583); Colorectal (4,101); Lung (3,015); Pancreatic (1,177); 

Cervical (493); Gastric (415); Esophageal (409) 

• First pandemic period [March–May 2020]: All eight cancers (22,748. -29.8%); 

Pancreatic (927, -21.2%); Breast 6,122, (-36.1%) 

Second pandemic period [June–October 2020]: All eight cancer: 29,304 (-9.6%) and 

statistically the same level as in pre-pandemic for all cancers exceptThird pandemic 

period [November 2020–March 2021]: All eight cancers 26,204 (-19.1%) remained 

significantly lower compared with pre-pandemic period for all cancers; however, 

magnitude of declines lower than during the first period 

Significant decline in newly identified 

patients with 8 common types of 

cancer in the first and third pandemic 

periods (winter months) but not in the 

second period (summer months). 

Because the number of newly 

identified patients with cancer in the 

third pandemic period did not exceed 

the pre-pandemic value, many cancers 

may remain undiagnosed. 

Costa et al, 2021 (This 

Study) 

[Brazil] • 44% fewer admissions to Hospital de Câncer de Pernambuco, Brazil (HCP) for 

new cases of cancer during the outbreak 

Anticipate in the ensuing months after 

the outbreak, an increased number of 

appointments or hospitalizations with 

new diagnoses of cancer, but with 

histories of symptoms of longer 

duration 

HR = hazard ratio; CI = confidence interval; CRC = colorectal cancer; IQR = inter-quartile range; OR = odds ratio; YLL = years of life lost. 
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ayed oncologic treatments of each patient were not individually

ssessed, preventing a more reliable analysis. However, the study

as based on hospital management data and indicators from an

mportant tertiary cancer center responsible for the majority of on-

ology cases in the state of Pernambuco in Brazil. 

The information obtained in this study can be valuable for un-

erstanding and coping with the current impact of the pandemic

or both the patient and oncology institutions in Brazil. Conse-

uently, the information can be used for planning and implemen-

ation of public health policies and to ensure financial support

uarantees prevention, diagnosis and appropriate oncologic treat- 

ent during a pandemic. Finally, this data also could support on-

ologic management in a future epidemic or pandemic. 

In conclusion, this study showed a reduction in the quantity of

ncologic radiotherapy and surgeries performed, ambulatory and 

mergency appointments, and hospitalizations and admission of 

ew cases of cancer in an important tertiary cancer center during

he peak of cases of COVID-19 in the northeast region of Brazil, de-

c

pite instituting measures to avoid a fall in the quantity and quality

f cancer care and in the billing of the health institution. 
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